Abstract-Removal of baseline wander is a crucial step in the signal conditioning stage of photoplethysmography signals. Hence, a method for removing the baseline wander from photoplethysmography based on two-stages of median filtering is proposed in this paper. Recordings from Physionet database are used to validate the proposed method. In this paper, the twostage moving average filtering is also applied to remove baseline wander in photoplethysmography signals for comparison with our novel two-stage median filtering method. Our experiment results show that the performance of two-stage median filtering method is more effective in removing baseline wander from photoplethysmography signals. This median filtering method effectively improves the cross correlation with minimal distortion of the signal of interest. Although the method is proposed for baseline wander in photoplethysmography signals, it can be applied to other biomedical signals as well.
I. INTRODUCTION
Photoplethysmography (PPG) has been used extensively for the detection of cardiovascular disease (CVD). Photoplethysmography (PPG) is a non-invasive optical technique for detecting cardiovascular characteristics from the fingertip while the heart is pumping [1] . It uses an infrared light source to illuminate the finger on one side, and a photo detector placed on the other side measures the small variations in the transmitted or reflected light intensity. However, the additional ultralow-frequency signals introduced due to breathing movements which we refer to as baseline wander (BW) in the acquisition process will result in misdiagnosis. Baseline wander makes interpretation of PPG recordings difficult, so before analyzing the PPG signal, removing the baseline wander is necessary. Breathing frequency components are usually below 1Hz [2] and are also different between individuals. Because of their low frequency characteristics, these signals are more difficult to filter out through analog filter and a digital filter. The removal of electrocardiogram (ECG) baseline drift has been reported. However, the removal of photoplethysmogram baseline drift has been reported rarely. In general, there are two parts accompanying algorithm in this research; first one is the method for baseline wander removal using two-stage moving average filter (TSMaF). The second one is the proposed method which is required for baseline wander removal using two-stage median filter (TSMdF). After this brief overview, we discuss research related work on baseline wander in section II. The background of our median filtering will be presented in section III. The methods and experimental results are described in section IV. The correlation co-efficient, scatter plot and root mean square error are used to measure the performance of the proposed method.
II. RELATED RESEARCH WORK
Researchers have proposed various techniques and algorithms for baseline wander removal which describe baseline wander from different views with each method having advantages and drawbacks. Xu Lishang et al. [3] introduced wavelet based cascaded adaptive filter using two stages to remove baseline wander, in which a discrete Meyer wavelet filter was used as first stage and cubic spline estimation as the second stage. In addition, Lin Yang et al. [4] introduced cubic spline interpolation using selected starting points of pulse waveform to be the spline interpolation point and cubic spline interpolation according to the stating point to fit the baseline drift. Furthermore, Cao Dianguo et al. [5] introduced a wavelet adaptive filter to remove the baseline drift from pulse waveform using the signals of the high-frequency bands among the wavelet transformed signals as reference inputs and the original pulse waveform added baseline drift as the primary input.
III. BACKGROUND
The median filter is currently enjoying greater theoretical attention and practical application. Nonetheless, there are yet relatively few papers published on median filter behaviour. Median filters operate by selecting the middle value of an ascending-ordered sequence of numbers. These numbers are taken from a moving window on the data to be processed. The operation can be used in data processing to reject glitches, align events and to pass step functions as well as enhance discontinuities in the data. The median filter is a data dependent operator which extracts a value from a sequence of numbers also invariant to scaling. That is, if all the numbers in the sequence are scaled or exponentiated (assuming positive numbers), then a given number will occupy the same ordered position before and after scaling. It is also a nonlinear operator, as it does not conform to the definition of linearity. Another interesting property of the median is that the running median filter can be applied along a given trace, or across adjacent traces. While the median filter may be used to filter a trace in time, it is also often used as a spatial process [6] .
IV. METHOD AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the PPG data extracted from the Physionet MIMIC II database [7] is first filtered and then mean removal before yielding a clean signal called PPG original signal as shown in Fig. 2(a) . An artificial baseline wander (BW) is generated by using a combination of sine and cosine waves as displayed in Fig. 2(b) . The frequencies of the sine and cosine waves are 0.4Hz and 0.2Hz respectively, while their corresponding amplitudes are 60mV and 120mV. Thereby, we have corrupted the PPG original signal with measured amounts of baseline wander to generate the PPG test signal as shown in Fig. 2(c) after mean removal. Where P (n) is a clean PPG original signal contained in P 1 through P N , and (P + U )n is a corrupted PPG signal. Additionally, X(n) is the output after mean removal (DC offset) and so input to the proposed TSMdF method, whereas n is an index that runs through these values. Therefore, Y (n) is a filtered PPG signal after mean removal. The description of our proposed method is given in algorithm 1, We applied the two-stage median filter (we will refer to this as TSMdF) method to PPG test signal. The TSMdF have variable window sizes for the removal of BW in samples with an average first stage and second stage of window size set to 0.3*sampling rate (f s ) and 0.6*sampling rate (f s ) respectively. The PPG signal reconstructed after removing BW is shown in Fig. 3(a) . As a comparison, a two-stage moving average filter (TSMaF) is also used to remove BW in the PPG test signal. Fig. 3(b) displays the result of applying the TSMaF to remove the BW. However, careful comparison between Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) indicate that TSMdf is better at removing BW than TSMaF. In order to compare the results, we evaluate the performance of the correction methods with cross-correlation as expressed in (1). 
Where X i is each X 1 value through X N of PPG original signal, Y i is each Y 1 value through Y N of the PPG signal reconstructed. The cross correlation R xy of the PPG original and the PPG signal reconstructed reach 0.9989 for TSMdF correction method while only 0.9975 for TSMaF. The PPG original signal and corresponding PPG signal reconstructed are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. The relationship is illustrated graphically using a normalized XY plot in Matlab. Where two sets of signals are strongly linked together, we say they have a higher positive correlation as in Fig. 6 , whereas Fig. 7 shows a noticeably lower positive correlation. The embedding distortion performance is measured by the root mean square error (RMSE). The lower RMSE value the better quality of the signal. RMSE can be defined as the square root of the mean of the square error as expressed in (2) . The RMSE comparison results are shown in Fig. 8 .
Where y i is the value actually observed,ŷ i is the predicted value. The RMSE value for PPG signal reconstructed reach 27.3mV for TSMdF whereas 41.8mV for TSMaF. 
V. CONCLUSION
The present paper has used various qualities of measurement. In this paper, the results of experiment measured indicate clearly that our method can give a very satisfactory performance on removal of baseline wander in photoplethysmography signal. Ten extracted photoplethysmography signals from Physionet database were also used to evaluate the performance of the presented method. Work is underway on cascaded filters of photoplethysmography signals to remove other artifacts commonly found in PPG signals: spikes, power line interference and noise. Future work will involve peak detection and heart rate extraction from photoplethysmography signals and data from various patients will be analyzed for healthy and unhealthy classification.
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